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Org - Level Findings 

Area Findings ID Finding Description Required Corrective Action Corrective Action Response 

100 - 
Certification and 
Benefit Issuance 

V-0100 (1) The following application errors were 
documented: One income application was 
missing the Social Security Number (SSN). Three 
households receiving reduced benefits were 
found in Direct Certification (DC) via E-Lookup 
and are now eligible for free benefits.  Two 
households were declared Homeless without 
required official documentation by the SFA's 
Homeless Liaison. (2) When determining income 
applications, the determination is made by the 
frequency of income (e.g.: weekly, monthly, etc.) 
When the application indicates more than one 
frequency of income, then income is converted to 
annual income.  Converting all income to annual, 
even when there is only one frequency can lead 
to determination errors.  All income was being 
converted to annual. (3) The district allows 
students who qualify for free or reduced meals to 
waive part or all of school fees.  The waiver must 
indicate to the household that if they do not sign 
the waiver, the household will still receive free or 
reduced meals.  The waiver of fees does not 
include statement that household is not required 
to complete the waiver in order to receive free or 
reduced meals. 

For your response, (1) all errors were corrected during 
the on-site review. (2 and 3) These errors were 
discussed during the on-site review and will be 
corrected. No further response is required. 

 

 

200 - Verification V-0200 Each year, the SFA must verify the income on 
3% of eligible applications.  A letter is sent to the 
household requesting documentation and then 
the SFA checks the documentation against 
income indicated on the application. Verification 
was not correctly conducted. The SFA sent the 
letter requesting documentation, the household 
completed a second application with the same 
information as the first application but did not 
submit any documentation of income. 

For your response, request income documentation 
from the household, submit a copy of income 
documentation obtained from the household, and 
submit a copy of the letter of results of verification that 
is sent to the household.  Also have the Verifying 
Official complete the Verifying Eligibility module on 
Iowa Learning Online Professional Development and 
submit a copy of the certificate. (The letter and pay 
stub were provided during the on-site review.  Please 
submit certificate from online module.) 
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1000 - Local 
School Wellness 
Policy 

V-1000 The Local Wellness Policy (LWP) does not meet 
all requirements. The LWP must be reviewed at 
least every three years, and each goal in the 
LWP must be assessed at least every three 
years. The assessment of goal must then be 
made available to the public. Keota's policy has 
not been reviewed since October 2014, and there 
has been no assessment of goals. The policy 
itself has some outdated or incorrect language 
that must be changed. (Information was provided 
on-site about language changes.) 

For your response, complete the assessment of goals 
and submit a copy. Indicate how the assessment of 
goals will be made available to the public. Next, submit 
a timeline for reviewing and updating the policy. (When 
will the committee meet and when will the Board 
review the policy?) Finally, indicate how all 
stakeholders will be invited and encouraged to attend. 
(Parents, teachers, students, administrator, Board 
member, PE teacher, food service personnel, school 
health professional, and general public.)  

 

 

Site - Level Findings: Keota Elementary School (0409) 

Area Findings ID Finding Description Required Corrective Action Corrective Action Response 

400 - Meal 
Components and 
Quantities - 
Lunch 

V-0400 Students in grades K-8 must be offered at least 1 
oz equivalent of grain per day and at least 8 oz 
equivalents each week. For the week of menus 
from the review period, one day only offered 3/4 
of a grain to grades K-5 and the weekly total was 
7.5 ounces.  (Note-a repeat of this error on the 
next Administrative Review may result in fiscal 
action.) 

 

Menu choices were discussed during the on-site 
review.  The director will offer the 1.25 ounce dinner 
roll to grades K-8.  (The roll is already offered to 
grades 9-12).  The director will also check all other 
menus to ensure that all daily and weekly minimums 
are being met.   No further response is required. 

 

 

500 - Offer 
versus Serve 

V-0500 (1) Offer vs Serve, OVS, was not correctly 
implemented for lunch.  Four students were 
observed selecting meals that were not 
reimbursable.  Two did not have at least a half-
cup of fruit/vegetable and two did not have the 
minimum three components.  (2) Signage is 
required at both lunch and breakfast.  Lunch 
signage indicated that three components must be 
selected but did not indicate which component 
each food item fulfilled.  There was no breakfast 
signage. 
 

 

For your response, (1) Watch the two webcasts titled 
"Build a Healthy Lunch" and "Build a Healthy 
Breakfast."  Indicate the date the webcasts were 
viewed.  Complete the Pre/Post Cashier quiz that is 
attached and submit a copy.  (2) Submit photos of both 
breakfast and lunch signage and indicate who will be 
responsible for daily posting. 

 

 

 

  

   

Org - Level Technical Assistance  

Area Question Comments 

100 - Certification and Benefit Issuance 131 Were all direct certifications (SNAP, TANF, FDPIR, foster, homeless, runaway, 
migrant, and/or Head Start) correctly certified? If NO, explain. Record errors on the 
Certification and Benefit Issuance Error Worksheet, SFA-1.  

Each district has a Homeless Liaison who can provide documentation of a 
student's status as Homeless to the director.  Documentation by the 
Liaison qualifies the student for free meal benefits.  (Refer to pages 38-39 
in the Eligibility Manual.) The Liaison can provide the director with a list of 
students, the date each student became homeless, and the Liaison then 
signs the list.   
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100 - Certification and Benefit Issuance 133 Are the Direct Certification lists retained on file by the SFA? If NO, explain.  (1) All documentation for Direct Certification (DC) must be kept for three 
years plus the current year.  That includes the regular DC download, 
Potential list download, and E-lookup.  If there is no DC list or potential list, 
indicate that on the previous month's list or some other location.  (2) It is 
recommended that any application that indicates in any way that the 
household may have a case number be checked on E-lookup.  DC is the 
default preferred method of determination.  DC extends to all students 
living in the household and removes that household from the Verification 
pool.  (3)  The SFA must in some way indicate other students in the 
household who do not appear on the DC lists.  There must be some 
documentation to show why a student is receiving free or reduced 
benefits.  The other students can be written on the DC list next to the 
name, or a separate list of household members can be maintained. 

 

300 - Meal Counting and Claiming 306 What procedures are used as internal controls to ensure the meal counts do not 
exceed enrollment or attendance adjusted enrollment? 

Daily and monthly edit checks should be conducted to ensure correct 
claims.  Edit Check #1: On a daily basis, compare the daily student counts 
for each category (free, reduced, paid) to the highest number of students 
reported as eligible to participate.  The daily counts cannot exceed the 
highest number eligible.  Edit Check #2: Compare the monthly count in 
each category to the "attendance adjusted" eligible students.  Some POS 
systems will do this for you.  Edit Check #3: Compare the average daily 
participation by category to the preceding month.  For further guidance, 
refer to the Edit Check document in Download Forms of IowaCNP. 

 

700 - Resource Management  Technical assistance was provided on the SFA's written Procurement Plan 
and Code of Conduct.  The written plan must be comprehensive and 
include Micro, Small Purchase, and Formal Procurement.  Resources for 
all procurement is available in IowaCNP download forms.  The SFA should 
be completing the Plan for SY2018-19 at this time.  Assistance was also 
provided on a Code of Conduct that applies to those purchasing with 
federal dollars for Child Nutrition Programs.  The code must include checks 
and balances, language about accepting gratuities, language about 
conflicts of interest, and disciplinary steps that will be taken for violations of 
the code.  Two code templates were shared as well as examples of 
disciplinary action. 

 

700 - Resource Management  The district's purchasing thresholds are under $5,000 for micro and under 
$40,000 for small purchase. The federal small purchase threshold is 
$150,000.  Since the district's small purchase threshold is more restrictive, 
the SFA must use the district's $40,000 threshold. 
Eight Small Purchase procurement events were listed.  Purchases for 
RevTrak, AAA Mechanical, Dan Cone Group, and Ross Chemical for 
equipment repair and lunch fee collection are no longer considered direct 
costs by the Iowa DE.  Those costs must now be paid out of the General 
Fund.  The district has the option of recouping funds via Indirect 
Costs.  One procurement event for Rapids Wholesale is part of a GPO and 
used formal procurement, not Small Purchase. That left Earthgrains 
(bread), Anderson -Erikson (milk), and Supply Works (dishwasher 
chemicals).  There was a bid on file with prices for the bread and 
milk.  There was a bid on file for chemicals and price responses for two of 
the three companies, but there was no response or prices available for the 
company awarded the bid (Supply Works).  It was not possible to 
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determine whether they were the lowest bidder and whether the prices 
being charged are accurate. The SFA must maintain all documentation 
from procurement.  

For small purchase, documentation must be maintained for specifications of what 

is being procured, vendors contacted, prices offered, and how the decision to select 

the vendor was determined. At least three vendors should be contacted.  The 
lowest price must be awarded the contract unless there is documented reasons for 

not accepting the lowest price.   If the SFA does not want to determine a bid based 

on lowest price, then Formal Procurement should be conducted using an RFP 
which allows for other criteria to be used.  Be sure to include all applicable terms 

and conditions. For example, all food bids must include the Buy American 

statement, all bids with a value of $10,000 and more must have Termination for 
Cause included, and all vendors must be checked to ensure they have not been 

debarred from doing business with the federal government. There are other terms 
and conditions, many of which are found in Section5 of the state agency RFP and 

IFB templates in download forms on IowaCNP.  Technical assistance was also 

provided on equipment purchases over 5,000. Permission must be obtained from 
the state agency prior to procurement 

 When calculating a bottom-line price, the price for each item specified and 

estimated annual usage of each should be multiplied to get the extended cost. The 
sum of all extended costs is the bottom line pricing. The contract must be awarded 

to the vendor with the lowest overall price. There must be documented 

justification if contract is not awarded to vendor with lowest overall price. 
 

 

700 - Resource Management  The district's purchasing thresholds are under $5,000 for micro and under 
$40,000 for small purchase.  Since the federal micro purchase threshold is 
$3,500, the SFA must use the federal for micro purchases.  The federal 
small purchase threshold is $150,000. Procurement-Micro: (Micro 
purchase must be under the 3,500 threshold, prices must be reasonable, 
and the purchases must be spread among vendors.) The SFA indicated 
four vendors for micro purchase, three with one purchase only and one 
vendor with five purchases.  One purchase was for equipment service and 
repair which is no longer allowed to be a direct cost to the Child Nutrition 
Account.  Both the Paper Thermometer and Bernard purchases were 
under the $3500 threshold, and the prices were reasonable.  Purchases for 
micro must be spread around, so the next time the SFA purchases these 
items, they must go to a different vendor or use small purchase and get get 
price quotes. The final micro purchase was a local food store.  Since five 
purchases were made from the store and no other vendor was used, this is 
not an allowable micro purchase.  Either use other vendors in the area or 
obtain price quotes and use small purchase. 

 

700 - Resource Management  The district's Small Purchase threshold of $40,000 is more restrictive than 
the federal threshold of $150,000, so Formal Procurement methods must 
be used for any procurement event that is over $40,000.  (Formal 
Procurement may be used for any dollar amount.) 
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Formal Procurement; The SFA had two Formal Procurement events last year, both 

via the Group Purchasing Organization, AEA Purchasing. The signed agreements 

for SY 2017-2018 are for prime vendor and small wares. 

 Rebates must be tracked. It is recommended that a spreadsheet be used to track 

rebates by each vendor and vendor totals for entire year. This is to ensure that all 
rebates accrue to the district child nutrition funds. Both Formal Procurement and 

Small Purchase Procurement must include required federal terms and conditions 

such as targeted small business, Buy American provision, termination of cause and 
convenience, Equal Employment Opportunity, Debarment statement. 

 When calculating a bottom-line price, the price for each item specified and 

estimated annual usage of each should be multiplied to get the extended cost. The 
sum of all extended costs is the bottom line pricing. The contract must be awarded 

to the vendor with the lowest overall price. There must be documented 

justification if contract is not awarded to vendor with lowest overall price. 
Technical assistance was provided that certain expenses such as equipment repair, 

online payments to school lunch accounts, pest control are indirect costs.  

Several food items were spot-checked and no price discrepancies were found. The 
food service director or designee should spot check invoices to ensure products 

delivered match the order and the specifications of the product solicited. Price on 

the invoice should match bid pricing. Items not in the bid specifications must be 
procured using the appropriate procurement methods.  The prime vendor must get 

prior approval to substitute a product. The substitute product must be of an equal 

or superior quality as the product on the bid specification at equal or lesser 

price.  Don’t order off-bid even though AEA gives you access to all of their 

products. 

The food service director should spot check invoices to ensure products delivered 

match the order and the specifications of the product solicited. Price on the invoice 

should match bid pricing. Items not in the bid specifications must be procured 
using the appropriate procurement methods.  The prime vendor must get prior 

approval to substitute a product. The substitute product must be of an equal or 

superior quality as the product on the bid specification at equal or lesser price. The 
director or designee should check deliveries to ensure Buy American provisions 

are met.  A log should be maintained when a non-domestic agricultural commodity 

is accepted, and the vendor should provide documentation about why that was 
sent. 
 

 

800 - Civil Rights 807 a. How does the SFA collect racial/ethnic data? Ethnic/Racial data must be gathered, documented on the form from 
download forms, and maintained with applications at least annually.  The 
information is documented for all students who have applied for benefits 
whether the students qualify for benefits or are denied. It is recommended 
that the form be completed at the beginning of the school year. The form 
was completed during the on-site review. 
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1000 - Local School Wellness Policy 1002 When and how does the review and update of the Local School Wellness Policy 
occur? Provide documentation to support the response (or appropriate web 
address(es)).  

Technical assistance was provided on reviewing, updating, and assessing 
Wellness Policy goals.  A link to comprehensive resources was shared, 
and a folder with information and resources was provided to the SFA 
during the Entrance Conference.  A recommendation was made to assess 
the current goals first in order to determine what goals to keep and what 
goals to replace or update. 

 

1200 - Professional Standards 1208 Is the SFA tracking training hours on an annual basis? If not, please describe how 
training hours are being tracked. 

Technical assistance was provided on Professional Standards.  At least 
one person in each district must be designated as a director.  Also, for 
professional standards purposes, other staff who work on average 20 
hours a week or more are considered full-time employees and must 
complete a minimum of six hours per year of applicable training.  The 
director must complete at least twelve hours per year.  There must be 
annual training for all food service staff on Civil Rights and on food 
safety/HACCP plan. 

 

Site - Level Technical Assistance Keota Elementary School (0409) 

Area Question Comments 

400 - Meal Components and Quantities - 
Breakfast 

404 a. Is there signage explaining what constitutes a reimbursable breakfast to 
students?  

Signage explaining what constitutes a reimbursable meal is required for 
both breakfast and lunch.  Breakfast signage must indicate how many 
items each food offered credits for and also inform students that they must 
take at least 3 items and one of the items must be a 1/2 cup of fruit or 
juice. 

 

400 - Meal Components and Quantities - 
Lunch 

 The SFA may want to consider offering more meal options since options 
help increase both participation and consumption.  For example, a cold 
breakfast option such as cereal and cheese stick or a breakfast parfait 
could be offered daily at breakfast along with the hot breakfast option.  For 
lunch, a pre-made chef salad or "Lunchable-style" meal could be offered 
daily.  If offering a salad, be sure that sufficient grain is included and that 
students have access to all vegetable sub-groups.  Lunchable could be a 
muffin, crackers or other grain paired with yogurt, cheese stick, or other 
meat/meat alternate, an apple or other fruit, and access to all the vegetable 
sub-groups.   

 

400 - Meal Components and Quantities - 
Lunch 

409 Review production records and other supporting documentation, did all reviewed 
meals during the review period indicate that all of the required meal components per 
weekly meal pattern requirements were offered and served to students? If NO, explain 
any errors identified and the technical assistance provided. Indicate whether the 
violations identified were repeat violations for the SFA. Record the number of meals 
observed missing required meal components on the S-1, 15. Record only the number of 
incomplete meals claimed for reimbursement that will be subject to fiscal action in the 
appropriate field on S-1, 16. 

SFAs are required to maintain documentation for all food items provided as 
part of a reimbursable meal.  That includes ingredient labels, nutrition 
labels, and crediting labels such as CN labels and Manufacturer 
Formulation Statements.  The labels must come from the packaging or 
from the manufacturer, but not from the vendor.  Labels can be removed 
from the packaging, photographed, or photocopied.  It is recommended 
that some organization be used such as filing the labels by menu, by week, 
or by component. 

 

400 - Meal Components and Quantities - 
Lunch 

409 Review production records and other supporting documentation, did all reviewed 
meals during the review period indicate that all of the required meal components per 
weekly meal pattern requirements were offered and served to students? If NO, explain 

Technical assistance was provided on crediting items on Food Production 
Records.  Meat and Grains are usually credited in 'ounces' or 'each' while 
fruits and vegetables are credited using 'cups' or 'spoodles.'  Using weight 
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any errors identified and the technical assistance provided. Indicate whether the 
violations identified were repeat violations for the SFA. Record the number of meals 
observed missing required meal components on the S-1, 15. Record only the number of 
incomplete meals claimed for reimbursement that will be subject to fiscal action in the 
appropriate field on S-1, 16. 

to credit items such as french fries does not indicate whether the serving 
size meets meal pattern requirements.  If using weight, the SFA must 
weigh the item and then place it in a measuring utensil to determine 
crediting.  When stating on a production record that a serving of fruit or 
vegetable is '4 ounces,' it is difficult to determine whether that is a volume 
measurement or a weight measurement.  Using spoodle or scoop sizes or 
cup fractions is less confusing. 

 

500 - Offer versus Serve 500 Is Offer vs. Serve being implemented properly by the reviewed school? Technical assistance was provided on Offer vs Serve (OVS).  The OVS 
Manual and a single page resource were shared.  For lunch, the person 
checking meals for reimbursement should first look to see if the student 
has at least a 1/2 cup of fruit/vegetable/juice on his or her tray, and then 
determine whether the student has at least two more full components on 
the tray. (Full components at lunch for K-8 are 1 ounce meat/ma, 1 ounce 
grain, 1/2 cup fruit, 3/4 cup vegetable, and 1 cup milk.  Full components at 
lunch for 9-12 are 2 ounces meat/ma, 2 ounces grain, 1 cup fruit, 1 cup 
vegetable, and 1 cup milk.) 
 
OVS for breakfast is different. The students still must have a half cup of 
fruit/vegetable/juice on the tray but instead of two more components, he or 
she must have two more items.  For example, at lunch peaches and an 
apple would be only one component, but at breakfast it would be two 
items.   

 

800 - Civil Rights 810 Is the USDA “And Justice for All” poster displayed in a prominent location and 
visible to recipients of benefits? If NO, describe reason.  

The And Justice for All poster is intended to provide information on how to 
file a discrimination complaint (telephone numbers and addresses) to 
participants who believe they have been discriminated against.  The SFA's 
poster was posted in the cafeteria but at a level where the information 
could not be read. Technical assistance on moving poster to an accessible 
height. 

 

1400 - Food Safety 1403 a. In the comments section, list the dates of the two (2) most recent food safety 
inspections. 

Technical assistance was provided on requesting two health inspections 
per year and the request(s) must be documented.  It is recommended that 
the request for both inspections be sent to the Department of Inspections 
at the beginning of the school year. 

 

1400 - Food Safety 1406 Were the selected relevant temperature logs available for review? If YES to 
specify which date was selected. If NO explain.  

It is recommended that all thermometers be checked at least once a week 
to ensure accuracy and the results logged.  This is done by following the 
procedures for calibrating thermometers and then logging the results on 
other temperature charts or food production records.  

 
 

  

 

Org - Level Commendations  

Description 
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APPLICATIONS/BENEFIT ISSUANCE: The current application form and guidelines were used, direct certification is downloaded twice a month as required, and benefits were accurately transferred to the POS 
system. The correct and current benefit issuance list was available. Over 100 applications were reviewed and all applications were, signed and dated by the household member and the SFA, and all applications 
were determined within ten days. Rollover applications were removed if the household did not apply within thirty days of the school year. Access to benefit information is correctly limited, and eligibility is kept 
confidential 

CIVIL RIGHTS: The And Justice for All civil rights poster was posted in the cafeteria. Annual civil rights training was provided food service staff and was well documented. A copy of the district’s public release 
was on file, documenting that it was submitted to local media. The district has taken reasonable steps to ensure that students with special dietary needs are adequately accommodated and that proper 
documentation is on file. No discrimination was observed. The current state and federal non-discrimination statements are provided on all material describing the program including letters and the school’s 
website. 

COMPETITIVE FOODS (SMART SNACKS/HKA): Secondary students may purchase a second entrée and a small selection of a la carte items. All students can purchase a la carte milk at lunch and breakfast. 
Second entrees are correctly documented on production records. Documentation was available to show that all foods and beverages sold to students during the school day met Smart Snack and Healthy Kids 
Act. The Smart Snacks calculator at the Alliance for a Healthier Generation website is used to document items sold a la carte. 

GENERAL: The Director is organized and maintains records for all areas of compliance. She and the Authorized Representative work hard to ensure compliance with program regulations, and they were quick to 
fix errors during review. 

HACCP/FOOD SAFETY: The SFA has a district-wide written Food Safety plan that includes all required elements. A copy of the written plan was available at the site reviewed, and Standard Operating 
Procedures, SOPs, have been implemented in each kitchen. The latest Health Inspection Report was posted in a publicly visible location. There were no areas noted as out of compliance on the report. 
Temperature logs are maintained for all coolers-including milk coolers, freezers, food served, and the dishwasher. The kitchen and storage areas were orderly and clean. Food Service workers wore proper hair 
restraints and practiced good gloving procedures. Good food safety procedures were observed.  

MEAL COUNTING & CLAIMING: Meal counts during the on-site review were reasonable when compared to the review month counts. Meal count totals for the month of January were accurate and complete. 
Point of Service, POS, counts and filed claims appear accurate. School Dining is used as the school’s POS system. There was a POS for all students, and the POS was organized and orderly. Students are not 
overtly identified as free, reduced, or paid during the meal claiming process or during meal observation. Food Production Records, FPRs, were on file for all meals claimed for reimbursement for the review 
period, and FPRs were exemplary in their completeness.  

MEAL REQUIREMENTS & COMPONENTS: Over the period of a month, a variety of entrees, fruits, and vegetables are menued which helps to increase participation and provides opportunities for each child to 
find meal components for lunch or breakfast that he or she will eat. All meal components were available at the beginning of meal service on the days of observation and throughout meal service. All meals 
observed met at least the minimum daily requirements. Menus included many homemade entrees, and standardized recipes are used for food production. Water was available as required. At least two types of 
milk are offered. Students had sufficient of time to eat after receiving meals. Food service staff was polite and respectful to students, other staff, and each other. The Food Service Director completed the Menu 
Worksheets for a specified week during the review period. Nutrient analysis was not required. 

PROCUREMENT: The off-site tool was completed, and board purchasing policy and vendor paid lists were submitted. The SFA has a written Procurement Plan on file for the current school year. The district is a 
member of a Group Purchasing Organization, and a signed agreement with the Group Purchasing Organization for SY 2017-2018 is on file. The signed agreement states that the school district agrees to 
procure food, some supplies, and small wares. The SFA had copies of the contract and bid prices.  

PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS: Tracking was provided that documents that the director received the required 12 hours of annual training, and other full-time staff have received at least 6 hours of training. 
There was a comprehensive list of all employees involved in child nutrition programs in the district, and training was correctly documented. 

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT & RECORD KEEPING: Financial records that were reviewed, indicated appropriate and allowable expenditures. There were no unresolved findings from the previous 
Administrative Review or from a state audit. The SFA has a separate financial account for the nonprofit school food service, and net cash resources do not exceed three operating months. The Paid Lunch 
Equity, PLE, tool was completed and prices were increased as indicated by the PLE tool. The Non-Program Revenue, NPR, tool was completed, and no increase in prices were required. The district does not 
charge indirect costs to the food service program. Money is not transferred out of the account to support other programs. Reports are filed on time, and all records are maintained for at least three years plus the 
current year 

SBP & SFSP OUTREACH: School Breakfast Program, SBP, outreach was sent out at the beginning of the year in the registration packet to inform families of the availability of the program. Reminders of the 
SBP were also sent out throughout the school year on the District’s website. Summer Food Service Program, SFSP, outreach was provided on the District’s website and via a family newsletter.  

VERIFICATION: The SFA correctly selected one application to be verified and it was correctly selected from error prone applications. The applications selected for verification was confirmed prior to verification.  

WELLNESS POLICY: The district has a wellness policy on file, and it is available to the public. There are guidelines for foods sold on the campus and goals to promote student health, nutrition promotion, 
nutrition education, and physical activity 

 

  

 


